
Spitfire Model 1410 - Four Wheel Scooter 
The Spitfire is a new generation, top quality scooter that is both 
lightweight and responsive to help you perform daily activities 
more easily.  Take a seat and bring up the infinity adjustable 
tiller controls to precisely where you need them for the most 
comfortable operation of any transportable scooter.  Holds up 
to 300 lbs. weight capacity --- the highest in its class.  The 
Spitfire's extra compact 19" width passes easily through the 
narrowest of spaces.  The quick disconnect feature lets you 
separate the frame and disassemble the components with 
ease, opening your world to all things possible!  MSRP $1495 

  Purchased New 6/2008 for $719  (+$94 for 2 New Batteries 4/2009)   
 

 Delivered locally for $475 (includes 2 New Batteries & 1 used good spare)   
 

Used VERY briefly only five times with original batteries (one battery was defective which we did not know at that time). Used 
once with two NEW batteries (worked perfectly).  Bought for spouse who subsequently had bilateral total knee replacements & 
thus this scooter was not needed.  This scooter was acquired new just one year ago & it is virtually unused.  Very easy to use, 
our daughter with RETT Syndrome drove it once but she got bored, she prefers to be pushed (get a ride) in her transport chair. 

FEATURES: * 300 lb. weight capacity. 
* Foldable, 180 degree swivel chair. 
* 9 miles estimated travel range on full battery charge.  
* 12 degree maximum incline. 
* Front Basket. 
* Batteries included  (2 NEW used once batteries plus 1 spare good original battery included)  . 
* 0 to 4 mph variable speed control. 
* Disassembles without tools. 
* Largest  (that should read heaviest)  piece when disassemble weighs only 28 lbs. 
* Connector-free, drop in battery pack. 
* Anti-tip wheels for greater safety    (these are 2 small wheels in the back to prevent tipping over) . 
* Foam-filled, flat free tires  (you will NEVER get a flat tire even with nails or a slit in the tire) . 

SPECIFICATIONS: * Maximum Weight Capacity:  300 lbs. 
* Travel Speed:  0 to 4 mph 
* Estimated Range:  9 miles (depends upon factors such as terrain, slope, carrying weight, battery) 
* Maximum Incline:  12 degrees 
* Ground Clearance:  2.2" 
* Overall Length:  43" 
* Overall Width:  19" 
* Overall Height:  36" 
* Seat Dimensions: Width: 17"; Depth: 16"; Back: 14"; Armrest to Seat:  7" 
* Motor:  24V X 270W X 4700 rpm 
* Controller:  Dynamic R 50 A 
* Batteries:  Two DC12V X 12 AH 
* Battery Charger:  2 Amp, Off-board 
* Brake:  Electromagnetic 
* Freewheel Mode:  Yes    (this allows the assembled scooter to be easily pushed)  
* All Tires:  8" X 2" Foam-Filled    (you will NEVER get a flat tire)  
* Total weight with Battery:  99 lbs. 
* Total weight without Battery:  77 lbs. 
* Heaviest Piece Weight (rear section):  28 lbs. 
* Battery Pack Weight:  22 lbs  


